Fun Blood
Greta 00:01
Hello Kitty
Richard 00:02
Just gonna do a little coffee pour up close and personal to wet the appetites, the ears. Yes, pouring that
coffee straight into your ears listeners. Oh made in a French press.
Greta 00:19
It's a fat bucket of a thing
Richard 00:21
Coming in.
Greta 00:22
He likes to wander you know, and settle he's like a bee choosing which flower to land on.
Richard 00:27
Yes, yes, yes I am like a little bee that's, you know how a dog can circle several times before choosing
how to lay down I'm like that, but I'll be flying around in circles and wagging my sweet ass tail. Bzzz, oh,
should I lay down here? I think I'll circle once more. Bzzzzz, oh, tis nice. Oh, I can't decide which is
more comfortable and cosy. You know?
Greta 00:55
I do remember that fat bumble that climbed into the Hollyhock and took a fine nap, I thought he was
dead and then he flew out
Richard 01:04
What a nice memory, especially as we're coming into spring.
Greta 01:10
Oh, you made that word onomatopoeic
Richard 01:13
Thank you
Greta 01:14
Because it really sprung, sproinged.
Richard 01:17
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Spring, sprung, sproingily down the springing lay- you know, oh it is a fine spring sprung sproingily on
April day
Greta 01:31
Hey you missed out "prrr" of April there.
Richard 01:33
Oh, yes. Yes. Spring, sprung, sproingily, on an April day. All the bees were busy. A springing this away.
Shit man. I think it was the classic.
Greta 01:48
Yeah I don't think you should do anything other than own it.
01:51
[INTRO MUSIC](Both singing) How to get the most. How to get the most. How to get the most out of
your partner.
Richard 02:05
Gonna warm up here with a cold, you know I'm drinking hot coffee and cold Dr. Pepper you know, and
it's good to have the battles going on in the mouth, you know between hot and bitter and sweet and
cold, oh they'll be at war.
Greta 02:20
Do you know what's nice? I heard my friend told me when I was walking the other day, red wine and
Coca Cola.
Richard 02:27
I want to try this wine and coke, first let me have a Dr Pepper and coffee. Mmm, that's fucking delicious.
It's like a melted marshmallow filled with shit. Got advanced taste, folks.
02:41
[Short Musical Intermission]
Greta 02:43
Oh, Richard a whole month of sobriety. I haven't done that since I was 13 years, yes didn't I break last
night.
Richard 02:51
Yes
Greta 02:52
And it was exciting. I had two candles to shot glasses, two lines, little bowl of salt crystals. And a new
bottle of Patron Tequila
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Richard 03:04
It was nice, you know because we took a sober month and you know
Greta 03:07
It was a thrilling reward.
Richard 03:09
Oh, weren't we dancing around the kitchen like a couple of happy idiots, you know
Greta 03:14
it was so fun that shot you know, it hits you right in the middle. I felt it warm my insides and I thought
yes, I know what that is.
Richard 03:22
We were drunk so fast. You know if you don't drink for a month and then you take two shots of tequila
back to back, we were just suddenly partying
Greta 03:29
We were partying. We put on some beautiful music to listen to. I did Shazam one whilst drunk. Do you
remember this from last night?
Richard 03:39
Course I do, you know
Greta 03:46
Isn't that beautiful?
Richard 03:47
It's absolutely gorgeous.
Greta 03:49
That was our evening, you know? So how's that little hangover, have you had a pill?
Richard 03:54
Which kind?
Greta 03:55
Like a paracetamol or an Advil?
Richard 03:57
No, no, I had my antidepressant last night.
Greta 04:00
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So my tits are swollen today and a little achy. It's that time of the month and I welcome it because they
grow a size and yet, there's something about the word "menstruation". I mean, it's fucking hard to take.
Richard 04:12
Yes.
Greta 04:13
That's a tough word. Yes, I mean, it should have a new word. Can we re-christen it like fun blood?
Richard 04:18
Yes
Greta 04:20
Like oh, thank god blood
Richard 04:21
Yeah, fun blood, thank god blood. Those are both great you know.
Greta 04:24
Yeah phew blood
Richard 04:25
Yeah fun blood because you know, it's not an injury you know? It's not like uh
Greta 04:29
It's not an injury and it's very welcome if you don't want a baby
Richard 04:31
Yes, yes that's the thank God part of it, you know?
Greta 04:34
Yeah. Hey, let's fuck, cum inside me. Hallelujah blood, no baby this week.
Richard 04:38
Holy Christ, you know. On occasion, on occasion folks, tis a fine thing to... cover your face in menstrual
blood
Greta 04:51
Oh God, Richard that's too much for anybody.
Richard 04:54
Oh, and to run down the street shirtless.
Greta 04:58
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Oh, my.
Richard 04:59
Screaming "Aaahh victory is mine"
Greta 05:02
(Singing) Boning on the rag, boning on the rag, with your partner. We invite you to get the most out of
your partner. And nature's way is to it's a beautiful colour. Nature's Way is to give us this dawning every
month, you know to celebrate
Richard 05:19
Nature's way is also the fine name of a granola bar. A very crunchy crumbly granola bar if you're in the
market for a treat to have while you're striding the trails, try nature's way
Greta 05:32
I do remember war painting my tips with my own
Richard 05:35
Yes
Greta 05:36
You know, I did handprints like a child's primary school artwork. There is a beautiful message in here.
Women are beautiful. Don't send them up the mountain when they got their period you know, keep
them in the house.
05:47
[Short musical intermission]
Richard 05:49
Greta has gone to get a refill on her coffee, you might even if you will listen closely be able to hear
her...
Greta 05:57
I take half from the coffee pot and half from the kettle.
Richard 06:01
preparing her favourite, she's microwaving it up and uh
Greta 06:05
I take it weaker than Richard and hotter too, he likes it strong and cold. Okay, so Richard.
Richard 06:11
Yes.
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Greta 06:12
I'd like you to review the brutalist architecture of the Alexandra road estate
Richard 06:19
Oh, tis is a fine architectural design. I stumbled upon it and I thought I must take Greta here and didn't
we go for a stroll?
Greta 06:29
And hadn't you followed your nose to find it?
Richard 06:31
Yes, sometimes I divine my path based on a hunch or a sense that I get of "oh, there's something this
way", and I recommend this as a way of walking. Oh, just follow. Follow that little inner compass that
says "I am, I want to go this way. Oh, I want to go up that staircase. Right. What's down there?"
Greta 06:53
Absolutely. You are your own dowsing rod.
Richard 06:56
Yes. Oh didn't I grow up in the desert climes of Nuevo México. And it feels akin to the granite stone
faces that I would boulder up as a young man.
Greta 07:08
It's like one of those never ending optical illusions of that staircase that goes round and round and
round. I mean, that estate is so stepping in those proud diagonals.
Richard 07:17
Yes, yes. And it follows the contour of the train tracks as it snakes along down its way and you can hear
the rattle of the occasional freighter going by and oh my you know, tis the sort of place I would live in a
heartbeat. It is strange and unusual.
Greta 07:39
You know, if we're leaving Earth because of some horrible tsunami or something. I feel like that would
land you know, like a big robust concrete spaceship that would take us to resettle on another planet
Richard 07:54
Tis like being whisked away to some neighbourhood in Blade Runner, or oh, what's that fantastic movie
with Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Greta 08:01
Oh, yes Terminator.
Richard 08:05
I was thinking of the one where he goes to Mars
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Greta 08:07
I don't know that one because
Richard 08:11
He goes outside on Mars before it has an atmosphere and he goes [choking sounds]
Greta 08:17
Total Recall
Richard 08:18
Total Recall you know
Greta 08:19
Yes. It's like.. it's Total Recall and Blade Runner and..
Richard 08:24
Star Wars you know?
Greta 08:25
Yes like trenches you could fly an X-wing up it, you know, it's beautiful
Richard 08:29
It was gorgeous. So yeah, highly recommended.
08:32
[Short musical intermission]
Greta 08:33
Do you have any product reviews for me?
Richard 08:35
Oh, here how about this one? Could you please review for me the tool used by the window, window
washer man. We saw we saw a window washer man yesterday. And he used a fine tool.
Greta 08:53
Well, it was a very happy little thing, it reminded me of a robot but it went up and down and up and
down. Squirting, yes it looked like a hammerhead shark if it's held was a brush and its body was a stick
up the ass of its face.
Richard 09:08
Gorgeous.
Greta 09:09
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I'd like you to review Gail spicy toasted seeds.
Richard 09:15
Everyone in the house had tried the seed mix before it got to me you know, sometimes my mouth is like
a junk drawer. You know what I mean? Like you don't know where to put something. You stick it in
Richard's mouth, you know what I mean?
Greta 09:28
Junk drawer, it's where I keep my junk.
Richard 09:29
So everyone in the household, you know, me and Greta and the cat, you know, everyone else had tried
the seed mix and no one liked it. And soGreta 09:39
I didn't like the seed mix.
Richard 09:40
It fell upon me and I tasted a few of the seeds and went oh, that's actually pretty good. And further that I
burrow into this little salad seed collection until my mouth was fucking shitshow for pirates boarding my
sweet lips and climbing aboard and taking little shits on my tongue. And I want them to go the fuck
away you know pirates in my mouth saying walk the plank to all the good flavours you know and all the
good flavours are just jumping off the plank into the shark infested seas. Meanwhile, the shit kicking
and pirates are just dancing around on my tastebuds having a whole Hootenanny of bullshit good
times. I went to give Greta kiss and she was like, "Do you have scurvy?" and I was like, "Oh no, it's the
shit pirates that are dancing on my sweet buds"
Greta 10:28
I don't want onion in my seed mix.
Richard 10:31
Thank you.
Greta 10:33
I made last night some jalapeno peppers done in the Padrón way, we fried them. They were hot. So we
did a lick of salt, a shot of tequila, a chomp of lime and a hot chilli pepper
Richard 10:49
Boy, did we party last night.
Greta 10:51
We sure did and I'm just looking at the pictures and I just want to be back there again I want to do it
again. You know I was also doing beautiful slut drops against the hot radiator that was warming my
lower back. Finish it off with a slut drop in all
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Richard 11:04
Yes, yes. Can you tell the listeners what a slut drop is?
Greta 11:07
Oh, it's when you're just bend down like a frog?
11:18
[Short Musical Intermission]
Greta 11:26
Listener questions.
Richard 11:28
This is from Jennifer Stanton. And she says "while I am looking forward to the warmer months, I am
afraid of losing the cosiness that I've found with my new partner. I'm in a new relationship, and we
haven't we haven't summered together yet. What can we do to maintain cosiness throughout the
warmer months?"
Greta 11:54
Jennifer? Jennifer.
Richard 11:57
Yes.
Greta 11:58
A very deep voice, Jennifer.
Richard 12:00
Yes, yes, I'm role playing with you.
Greta 12:01
So you've only known each other in the winter?
Richard 12:04
Yes, and we love to hold each other, oh so nice in our scarves and woolly things.
Greta 12:09
Yes. Can I just advise that clutching is one thing but distance is another? Stand across a room so you
don't make each other too hot. Derobe and masturbate.
Richard 12:24
Wow.
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Greta 12:24
While looking at each other, you know, eyeballing each other
Richard 12:29
Yes
Greta 12:30
I've got another question for you. This one came from a listener via Instagram. Her name is well you
know I got her instagram name Kelstar. Yes, very exotic. Kelstar, she sounds like a lady of the night
and Kelstar asks, "Where does the saying "hang shit on you" originate from and what is its true
meaning?" Well, Richard I don't know that phrase.
Richard 12:55
Neither do I. Hang should on you. I think people listen to our podcast and go oh, they must love you
know everything gross. It's a constant battle against it. We're always trying to not be gross.
Greta 13:07
Oh, yeah, you wouldn't know it, but we're actually very prudish and we don't like shit. We don't like
blood and we don't like buttholes
13:13
[Short Musical Intermission]
Richard 13:14
This is from Reyna Stone. "I want to play an anniversary song to my husband of 11 years. I don't play
any instruments. What instrument should I learn?" I have three months.
Greta 13:32
Kazoo, a wazoo kazoo
Richard 13:34
Yes. Learn to play the wazoo kazoo, everyone likes a little ditty played on that. You know.
Greta 13:40
Wazoo kazoo if you choose to
Richard 13:43
This is from Sarah Bernstein.
Greta 13:45
Yes?
Richard 13:46
What could I wear to be more like Greta?
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Greta 13:51
Oh, that's lovely. A colourful tapestry of organic matter. A round shoe. Do not go for the pointed toe. A
flowing skirt pleated and long and underneath, nothing. A loose fitting tank top without a bra, the loose
breast with this softly fitting tank top on the summer breeze and a thin batik scarf wrapped around the
neck. Some glasses and Amethyst stone, and your hair loose in the breeze. Take that on the bike.
Richard 14:31
Yes.
Greta 14:31
Pop a bottle of tequila in the basket and go and have fun.
Richard 14:35
Oh, nice. You know good advice. I think I'll do that.
14:39
[Short Musical Intermission]
Richard 14:40
I thought we could take an adventure in tool. Our "cuerpos", our bodies, and there is a list of factoids.
On each one I would like us to take an imaginative journey into these into the lands of the body.
Greta 14:59
Number one. "Your eyes blink around 20 times a minute. That's over 10 million times a year."
Richard 15:05
Yes
Greta 15:06
I can imagine the butterfly kiss of your lashes on my cheek.
Richard 15:11
Greta.
Greta 15:12
Yes.
Richard 15:12
Your ears never stop growing
Greta 15:16
Oh, when I have more lobe. I can have some more earrings.
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Richard 15:19
Yes, yes. Wonderful.
Greta 15:22
I can really amp it up on the studs.
Richard 15:25
Absolutely. You know, I don't think there's enough earrings in your ear unless it's super uncomfortable
to sleep, you know, but a nightly sacrifice, oh, a she'll sacrifice my sleep tonight for the million earrings I
have in my giant oldman's ear.
Greta 15:41
You could get one for every blink of the minute you know?
Richard 15:46
Yes.
Greta 15:47
20 times a minute, is really what it said?
Richard 15:49
That's what's it said.
Greta 15:50
That's a shit of a lot.
Richard 15:51
Ear wax is a type of sweat
Greta 15:53
It puts me in mind of when I went for the ear candle?
Richard 15:57
Yes.
Greta 15:58
And they tipped a bunch of shit out the candles at the end as if to say, "voila, your earwax that we have
disabused you off", and then somebody showed me, you burn one of those candles down, you tip the
same shit out whether it was in an ear or not.
Richard 16:14
Scam alert, scam alert to jingle dangle tambourine, earwax removal via ear candling is a scamaroo,
jingle dingle, scam time, jingle ring, tambo ringle ding ding, scam scam, no no, thank you, please.
Consider yourselves warned
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Greta 16:33
Spread across their lifetime most people spend an average of one whole year sitting on the toilet
Richard 16:39
Yes, I do that once a year.
Greta 16:42
Yes, well you might finish Anna Karenina after all
Richard 16:45
Did you know, Greta, to bring another fact to this adventure?
Greta 16:49
Yes?
Richard 16:49
That you are one centimetre taller in the morning than you are at night.
Greta 16:54
Yes, if you walked for 12 hours a day it would take the average person 690 days to walk around the
world, that's really very nice Richard I wish we should do that
Richard 17:05
Yes, I was thinking the same that I wish we should. I wish we should walk, I love this new expression, I
wish we should it's got a- it's very pleasant in the mouth, try it
Greta 17:17
Oh it's positive as well
Richard 17:19
Try it, folks, I wish we should
Greta 17:20
I wish we should Richard, hand in hand stroll 694 days isn't enough
Richard 17:24
Oh shit, golly me dang doo, I want to trizzity try that
Greta 17:29
The only muscle that never tires is the heart
Richard 17:34
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You know, my heart never tires, Greta. Greta. Yeah, it was a fine adventure. Thank you for joining me
on that travel into the body.
Greta 17:46
It was lovely.
Richard 17:50
This is me teaching myself how to have a better Spanish accent. Uno, dos, tres. No Richard. Tis
pronounced Uno, dos, tres. Oh, gracias. No, Richard. Pronounce it this way. Gracias. Gracias. That's
much better. Richard. Would you like some Agua Fria? No, Richard, I would like some Agua Fria.
Greta 18:15
Oh, I'd like some to Richard, can you order me some?
Richard 18:19
Yes. I would be happy to order you some Agua Fria. And would you like anything else? Would you like
to join me in una sesenta y nueve?
Greta 18:30
Is that a surprise segment?
Richard 18:32
69
Greta 18:33
Oh Richard, I should have known by the look in your eye
Richard 18:37
I get a certain look in my eye when I'm up for 69
Greta 18:40
Closed.
Richard 18:41
Yeah, closed eyes. And you wouldn't know it but crossed under the lids.
Greta 18:46
Oh, yes. A 69 takes a lot of focus, a lot of communication.
Richard 18:50
Yes, yes.
Greta 18:52
I find also the eyes crossed really helpful.
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Richard 18:55
It really helps. You know.
Greta 18:56
Centres you. Richard.
Richard 18:59
Yes.
Greta 18:59
I have a little surprise here.
Richard 19:01
Oh
Greta 19:01
It's taken me a little while to prepare. So you might have noticed, it might not be so surprising, but I
invite you over to enjoy.
Richard 19:10
Yes.
Greta 19:10
And I don't know how to use it. A loop station.
Richard 19:13
A loop station? I gotta say I'm excited about this Greta.
Greta 19:18
So come around here and let's have a go
Richard 19:21
Oh, look at that thing. It's so cool and high tech.
Greta 19:24
So, if I press it once it's going to record and then I press it again and then that will start looping, no
rehearsal.
Richard 19:31
Yeah, let's give it a go.
Loop Station 19:32
Yeah let's give it a go.
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Richard 19:34
Oh shit.
Loop Station 19:34
Yeah let's give it a go.
Richard 19:36
Sesenta y nueve.
Loop Station 19:38
Let's give it a go. Sesenta y nueve.
Greta 19:41
69
Loop Station 19:41
69. Sesenta y nueve. Let's give it a go. Let's give it a go. Sesenta y nueve. Let's give it a go. Sesenta y
nueve. Let's give it a go. 69.
Richard 19:48
Cross your eyes.
Greta 19:50
My eyes are crossed.
Loop Station 19:52
Cross your eyes. Sesenta y nueve. 69. Eyes are crossed.
Richard 19:56
Closing my eyes.
Loop Station 20:04
[Unintelligible looping]
Greta 20:04
Feel the rhthym.
Richard 20:06
This is confusing. What am I supposed to focus on?
Loop Station 20:16
[Unintelligible looping]
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Greta 20:16
I can't beatbox and suck dick at the same time, Richard.
Richard 20:20
Wow that was intense.
Greta 20:22
What an incredible experience, Richard.
Richard 20:24
Yes, to 69 on the loop station.
Richard & Greta 20:28
[Outro music] (Both Singing) Richard and Greta, gonna make your lives better today.
Richard 20:38
You can leave us a review on iTunes or Spotify or Google or wherever you're doing it, those star ratings
help our little podcast rise up and become more visible.
Greta 20:51
And we are little goldfish in a sea of sharks, you know?
Richard 20:54
Yes, yes, yes. So give us some flakes so we can swim up to the surface and go "Oh, listen, those are
nice."
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